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Ever since the first nuclear weapons were exploded at the end of 

"Vlorld ':far II, the nations of the world have been seeking ways by which these 

catastrophic weapons could be brought under control. :.ru.clear weapons have 

never been used again in war, but otherwise success has been virtually non-

existent. The Gnited States and, shortly thereafter, the Soviet U"!'lion built 

their nuclear arsenals up to awesome levels. The explosive power of the 

original 2iroshi~a bo~b, which was already enough to kill lCO,OQO people and 

destroy a city, tas been ~~ltip~ed ~ore than a thousand-fo:d with the develop-

ment of therr:o?'luclear weapons. !:ore than 1,000 nuclear tests have been conducted. 

Piston bo:c.oers have teen replaced by jets, and land-based and sut;"".arine-la:..lnched 

long-range '-issiles have added a totally new dimension t~ the means of deliver-

ing such weaoons. Fer~aps of even greater da~~er has b~~n the spread of n~~lear 

weapons capabilities to five and maybe even seven nations, since Incia and 

Israel probably also have S:":.all capabilities. The recor-1 does not provide a:1y 

basis for co:nplace:"'lC.Y :d t:-~ cur efforts toward arr::s control. 

Until 1963 ':'l.O arms control agreements of any sort were :1egotiated. 

For about t~~ years between 1959 and 1961, there was a moratori~~ on nuclear 

testing, ':Jut in Septenber 1?61 the Soviet Union recom.--nenced. on a. 7ery large scale, 

and the U~ted States followed suit shortly thereafter. In the s~~ner of 1163, 

the u.s., the U.S.S.R. a:1.d the J.K. succeeded in negotiating a t~e.:a.t;: banning 

nuclea:- •rea pons tests in the at:'!la:.sphere, under water, ad. in outer space, and 

more than 100 nations !;,ave subscribed to this treaty. France and ::.air~land 

Chir.a, ho~1evsr, -w-ere nct.G.':)ls bys.tanders; they have continued to test on :;any 

occasions ·i:1. the atmosphere since that date. But the hopes that the Li7~ted 
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Test 3an Treaty of 1963 would be a useful step toi.r.trd the control of :mclear 

weapons irere rapidly dashed by the actio:1s of the t;."' prime participants. 3oth 

the u.s. and the u.s.s.~., instead of cutti:1g back on their nuclear test 

programs, only moved them undergroa~d a~A conti:1ued testing at a rate even 

higher ~~an before the agreement. rhus, the best that can be said for the 

Limited Test Ban Treaty is that it was an environ.'llenta.l rather than an arms 

control agreement. The politics of getting wide support for ~~e Treaty forced 

President Kennedy to permit extensive underground testing, which had not been 

banned, and si~~lar considerations probatly forced the Soviet Union to do the 

same, 

The next major atte~pt was ai~ed at stopping the further spread of 

nuclear weapons to additional nations. Ihese efforts in the mid-sixties 

culminated i!1 t~e signing of the :;on-?roliferation ::reaty (JP7) i:1 1?68. Ehe 

U, s. and the Soviet union cooperated very closely in the negotiation of this 

Treaty, but it required ~Ajor diplo~atic efforts to insure that the interests 

of our allies and those of many non-nuclear weapons nations around the ~rld 

were adequately taken into consideration. 0espite these efforts, the :i?T was 

still widely criticized in many quarters as discrirr~natory. A r.a'llber of key 

countries have not subscribed, and others took many years to go through the 

ratification process. In order to soften the political criticism that the 

Treaty was a one-sided restriction on non-nuclear countries, articles were in-

serted by which the nuclear nations committed themselves to on the one hand 

exercise restraint and on the o~~er provide peaceful nuclear benefits to the non-
.. 

nuclear states. SUe~ peaceful prograMs, however, run the risk of providing 

opportunities for nuclear explosi•res beco~i~ more widely available around the 

world. 
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It is too early to evaluate the success of the Jon-Proliferation 

Treaty. :~ore than 100 nations have now beco~e 9arties and thereqy agreed to 

place all their nuclear materials ~~der international safeguards. On the 

other hand, (IW.ny key cou.l"lt:ries hav-e stayed out, and India and perhaps Israel 

as well have acquired a nuclear explosive capability since the Treaty was 

signed. The u.S. and the Soviet union have not fulfilled their obligations 

to limit their nuclear prograMs and therefore have ~~de it politically difficult 

for them to urge restraint on the others. 

The only Treaty negotiated to date by which the u.S. and Soviet 

Union have li~ted their nuclear arsenals is the '!'reaty sign,ed in :.:oscow 

in 1n2. This li:ni ted ballistic ~issile defenses on both sides to sufficiently 

low levels that a mutual deterrent posture was guaranteed. The A~:-r deployments 

of both countries ~are halted a;~, in fact, a protocol signed two years later 

still further :::educed the :'l~"!lber of allowed Ac:·! sites fro~ two to one. Al-

though sona ty~es of research w~re allowed to continue, restrictions on new 

develop~ents xe~e agrsed to, ~~ich should have set a usefal precedent for con-

trols on ot::er ~·;eapons a.s well. :::r.1s, t."".e AE:·r Ireaty should have red.u.ced 

incentives for t!'.e procure!r.ent of additional offensi ·~e syste::?ls because these 

'll."ere no longer needed in order to be sure of over-dheln'.ing a::1 A3M:. ::".fortunately, 

this was not the case. Since offensi·~ systems were not satisfactorily li~~ted 

at that time, the funds saved on A2:1s w~re frequently diverted toward offensive 

programs. ;\gain, the politics of arms control required approval of new pro-

grans in exchan~e for support for an arms control agree~ent. 

Just to co~plete the history, reference should be .~de to two other 

nuclear a:rr:l.s C:Jr:.t.."'l agree:rr:.ents, the Outer Space l'rea.ty and the Sea-3ed l..:rms 

Control =~-reaty. ~he for!.!ler, sig:1ed. in 1167, and the latter in 1971 respectively 

ba::1ned the e::-r:pla::ec:.ent of wea;;on,s of mass destruotion in outer -space and on the 
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sea bed. :0 nation had any plans for such deploy:nents si:1ce they do :1ot appear 

~~litarily or econo~~cally practical, but the rreaties did at least serve as a 

stabiliz~!'lg influence by bringing to an end ~any design studies to dev~lop 

such systens. rhis was particularly true of the Cuter Space :reaty, which in 

the mid-sixties halted ~ny fanciful sche~es being proposed by aL~ost every 

aero space group. The politics of arMs control in this case rr.ade it easier to 

get an agreement because neither the u.s. nor the Soviet gover~~ents had any 

real desires for the weapons they were foregoing. 

This gloomy history does not provide ~uch hope that the nuclear a~s 

race will ever be brought under control before civilization is destroyed by 

the weapo:1s ~an has created. A~s control ag~e~ents have rarely li~ited 

nuclear arms, and, in fact, have often fueled the continued a~s race. :n rr.any 

cases, as for exa~ple the Limited :est ~an :reaty, an ar~s control agree~ent 

has been the basis for expanded progra~s. rernaps even ~ore i~~ortantly hew-

ever, the very process of achiev~ng agree~ents ~as becorr-e a justification for 

initiating or continuing advanced weapons p~ograms. Si~ce the negotiations 

are generally v~sry time-consQ~ing, the technolo~ical develop~ent has outpaced 

the controls. 

Bargaining chips for the n~gotiating table have bec?Me the ~ost 

effective justification for a wea9o~, particularly ~Jhen its rr.ilitar:;t value has 

become questionable. In so~e cases, these bargaining chips have been needed to 

get widespread national support for an arms li~tation, and in others they are 

needed for the internatio~Al negotiating table. As an example of the first, 

President ~axon reportedly endorsed the acceleration of the :rident sub~~ri~e 

program in order to get approval by the Joint Chiefs of Staff for t~e s;~T I 

..ti.E~)! Treaty. An. example of the second was the u.s. ~{[.i\V program. ·,he:1 the So•liet 

Union halted A~·~ deployment and the i.\3Y:. Treaty guaranteed that t!:is ·,;ould re!l'.ain 

at a low leYel, t:-:e security need for placing ~ITI-'.Ys on u.s. 
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vanished; the Defense Depart~ent then justified ~ITRVs as bargaining chips to 

persuade the Soviet Union to ban them in SAL£. Of course, just the opposite 

occurred. Once the U .,s. had begun large-scale deployment of ~IT?.. Is, then it 

became absolutely L~possible to persuade the Soviets to forego such programs. 

l'his bargaining chip charade cul"linated in the Vladivostok Accords, which al

lo-w-ed the Soviet Union to acquire l, 320 ~{IR'/ed deli ver'J ·..re::icles ewn t..~ough 

they had none at that time. rhus, our bargaining chip forced us to endorse a 

Soviet build-up that could only end in providing a counterforce threat to our 

ICffi1s. 

Another classic bargaining-chip fiasco was the strategic cruise 

missile. ~'he u.s. had not had any program for strategic cruise !!'.issiles 

since the mid-1950s, since these were considered ir~erior to ballistic missiles, 

but immediately after ?"!oscow, Secretary Laird started deyelopment of submarine

launched cruise rt~.issiles si::1ce these were not specifically ban:1ed. by the Interim 

Agreement on affensive weapons. lhe failure to include everythin6 in a given 

agreement becomes a common excuse for proceeding with prograr:s r..;hich could not 

other ... 1.se be justified. ;~owever, Secret?..:-y :\issin;;ar ;.as s:..~d t:.at !:e supported 

this progra.;n to proV'ide a bargaining chip for SAL:' II ar.d ex?re£ssa sur?rise 

that the Pentagon would "fall in love 11 
... 1.t.'1. this ;.;eapv:l. .;;.lei--. :1aivete is a bit 

ha.rd to understa'!'ld even though a.d.nrl. ttedly suc:r.arine-la:J.:Ic:-:_,:;::, crU::..se ::-.issiles are 

vastly inferior to ballistic ones~ :::'hey are '!'lot only aa.ei•:::r to snoot down with 

Soviet anti-aircraft defenses, which are a~constrained by a~y ~rsaty, but they 

require the launching sub;narine to operate close to Sov2et ~~ores because of 

their lirr.i ted range. .Tow. howewr, instead of being a barga.::.n::.::::; chip fer 

SALT II, cruise ::!".issiles have becorr.e the rnajor barrier to-ward. t~·;oS achie•-err.ent of 

any agreement. ·.he military do not wish to include ti:;..:,se in t:"..e alrE::ady astronomi

cally high 'l.ladivcstok ceilings on strato~ic deliverJ '!ehic s, a::d yet -,.;ithout 

their inclusion the ceilings are meaningless. 
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SALT provides a graphic illustration of how the political negotiating 

process has failed to bri~g the a~s race under control. It has not only co~-

tributed towarj the procurement of new ~~apons--s~ch as the cr~se ~ssile al-

ready referred to--but it has also failed to slow any of the programs already 

in the pipeline. tfuen positions were first being prepared for SALI in 1?68, 

the U.s. had halted its deployment of additional w.issiles and to!!lbers. l!IR'ls 

were still in the design stage, but since then they have been tested and 

deployed on both Ic=:rs and submarine-launched !'l'.issiles. At the present, the 

u.s. has approxL~ately 1,000 ~RVed delivery vehicles, and the only arms control 

agreement which lir.ti ts these is the Vladi •.rostok Accords which per..its expandi:!"lg 

this :.umber to 1,320. This Accord has not even yet co~e into effect 3in~e 

SALT II has now been stalled for more than two years. Eight years of negotia-

tion have thus failed to produce a~ limitations on of:er.sive weapo:.s ~hich nave 

not already been in effect when the tal~s first began. !n fact, several re-

placement missile systems--such as the )'!X or the ~'Ia.rk 12A :,~nute::r.an--are either 

being developed or about to be deployed. ::.b program, no "'latter hoH "":ar~inal its 

military value, can apparently be sto9ped while negotiations are i~ ~r~zress. 

The record is no better with respect to the Soviet Union. :'tiring 

SALT I they expa:1ded their r::s:'! force to about 1,600 missiles "-"~..ich ;:as ap-

parently the limit of their desires. About a year after they had reached this 

li~it, they signed in 1972 the Interim J~reement which froze them at that le·~l 

and ~~en tur:!"led their attention to replacing the already deployed weapons ~~~~ 

more adva~ced models, several of which contained !·:IRVs. The '/ladi vasto~~ ceili~.g • 

which w-as set at 1,320 in ::ove~ber 1974 when the Soviets had ;.s yet no deplcyed 

MIRVs, only served as an authorization for them to continue their progra.-., and 

they are now starting to build 11p to this level. Similarly, since the SA:/' 

Agree~ents of 1172, ~~ey are expanding ~heir submarine ~~ssile force from 

about 400 to 950 ff~ssiles. 

_____ _____::__·- .. :;-"~-= =- ·"~--_-
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The process of continued expansion of ar:r2.;.1.e:1ts oft'>.:l C.oes not even 

stop when an agreer.:.ent has been reached, sin~e in sc:r..e cases ::-:o:1tts or even 

years pass betw~en ~~e signing of a treaty and its ccr~ng into ef:ect. A 

particularly bad example of this was the Threshold :est :an :reaty, a relatively 

li:rn.ited arms control agreen:.ent at best. llthough it y.;as signed by President 

Nixon and Secretary Brezhnev in July of 1974, it contained an article which 

" postponed the ban on tests above 150 K1' until the Jlst of ~~rch, 1976. This 

delay was then used as an excuse by both the U.S. and Soviet de·;;:;l:Jpers to 

accelerate their testing of r~gh-yield weapons. In the previous t~ree years, 

the United States had only conducted three tests a.co'le 150 ;:::-, t'J.t i:1 the 20-

month interim period, it carried out 15 such tests. The 2reaty ~;as even used 

successfully as an excuse to seek supplementary testin::?; funds fr')~ t'1e Congress. 

This sorry history of arms control negotiations pr:::\'"'"~"':.:: ·.1s -c .. -i th a 

nu."nber of lessons :.;hich ::nust be learned if we are eve!' to bri:-:.:; t.:::'3 :;.lclea.r 

a~s race u~der cc~trol. First the entire process of negotia~~~~ a;!'ee~ents 

must be speeded 1lp. E:ight years on SAL:' negotiations ~.-it~ :::est ::;.f t:1e key 

weapons still unconstrai:1ed and six years on ~utual oala::ced :;::;!"cs rad·..:ction 

negotiations with almost no visible progress are luxJ.ries whiz:; :::is world 

cannot afford. :.-:onths on e!'ld without any serious atter.:pts to :-Dscl-;e issues 

because one or the other nation is caught up in an inte!"nal polit:.c.al crisis 

must not be allo~~d to happe!'l. The national political deci~ion-~z~dng process 

has got to be streamlined with stronger leadership at t::.e to?• :~:e ;:;roblems 

which will ine,ntably arise in any such negotiation do not necassa~ily become 

easier with prevarication. In fact, they usually becorr.e :·.~re dif:'iot::.lt beca'.lse 

as technology advances, the specifics of an agree~ent beco~e less ani less simple. 

The tendency to fall back on artificial deadlines, sue~ as a s·.::-... -:::.t ::eetin&, to 

force a decision do not work for the opti~um solutions nor do t~ey necessarily 

save time. Furthermore, tr.is tactic usuaily 
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those opposed to an agreement and thus ~~ke it ~ore difficult to implement. 

However, even ~~der the best of circQ~stances treaties cannot be 

negotiated overnight. 3ven in bilateral situations, such as SAL!, time is re-

quired to develop national positions and allies must be consulted; when multi-

national negotiations are involved, then the coordination process will be 

inevitably stretched out even longer. Therefore, it is essential that if real 

progress is to be made toward meaningful arms control, negotiated treaties must 

be supplemented by some other mechan..ism. f~s build-ups cannot be allowed to · 

proceed while every "i 11 in an interr.ational agreement controlling them is being 

dotted and nations are going through the ratification process. ~·!ational restraint 

during the negotiations is an essential if the trend tovmrd more and more 

sophisticated and dangerous armaments is to be turned aro~~d. rne order of the 

processes must be reversed. ,,{e ::nust stop a progra..~ or cut back on develop!llent 

and then try to negotiate an agreement to perpetuate the action already taken. 

Such restraint can be exercised by individual goverTh~ents as a no~.al 

part of their security planning, and reciprocal actions, which need not neces-

sarily be identical, can be attained as a second step. -:'t • ,. ..;: ~ .hJ.s prov:...J.es mucn 

greater flexibility so that national security can be ~aintained and e~~anced in 

a situation where the forces and requirements of the two sides are not neces-

sarily symmetrical. For example, the U.S. !l".ight now :forego progra;ns to acquire 

counterforce capabilities through Clore accurate ~·!E~Vs while the Soviet Union 

could reciprocate by foregoing the deployment of additional very large missiles 

which could provide them with a counterforce capability. rhis type of action 

would be almost impossible to forr"Alize in an agreement but might still be the 

best way of insuring the security of both sides. 

Unilateral actions can be much easier to reverse than would be the 

abrogation of fo~~l treaty; thus the period until such actions have been put 
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into treaty for:n. can be used as a trial one. Cne final agree~ent might profit 

tre~endously fro~ the experience gained during this period. Furthe~ore, a 

government might be less constrained to take so'!le action if it knew that this 

eould be ~ore easily reversed in the event of some unforeseen difficulty. 

The second lesson which must be learned from history is that bargaining 

chips are a pitfall, not a step along the path to arms control. They only raise 

the stakes at ~~e negotiating table and inevitably produce less satisfactory 

agreements. The HIRV bargaining chip has only resulted in a }!IRV ceiling so high 

that it threatens the survi Yabili ty of our ~·finuteil'.an force. The cruise 'llissile 

bargaining chip has only resulted in placing alir.ost insurmou.11table roadblocks 

in the achie\"'e:nent of any SA.:.!.' II a.gree:n.ent. .::istory has shewn tb.at unilateral 

restraint has, on the contrary, resulted in successful ~eves toward arms control. 

President Ke~~edy tL~laterally halted U.S. at~ospheric testing and tw~ months 

later succeeded in negotiating a .::i!!'.ited Test Ean :::reaty ban."ling all such tests. 

President i·fixon u.Ylilaterally halted U.S. biological warfare pro3rams in 1969, 

and in 1972 an International Convention was signed by which all nations agreed to 

give up such weapons. 

The third lesson to be lear~ed is that agreements must be ~ore all 

inclusive to avoid leaving loopholes :·rhich provide opportunities for diverting 

efforts from banned to unbanned programs. If all aspects of a giYen ~ilitary 

field can."lot be covered in a single i!'li tial agreement, specific prohibitions 

should be included to force restraint in those areas which ~~y have to be 

negotiated later. ~-le cannot allow a repetition of the ll!T'.i. ted ::est 2a."l :rea ty 

~~ere failure to ban.underground tests was used as an excuse for accelerated 

progr~~s. If all the details on such tests could not have bee~ ·~rked out, ~~en 

at ~~e very least, underground testin; should have been frozen at existing or 

low levels. ine cruise r-..issile locpho le should never have been left on the 

St\LT I InterL~ J~ree~ent on offensive weapons since such prozra~s were not then 
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in existence. There is no public evidence that such weapons were discussed 

seriously, and we are no~ paying for this oversight. It should have been a 

relatively easy matter to have stopped them before the progr~~s developed a 

momentum of their own and to have avoided the ]avy from starting a new mili

tarily unsound cruise missile progr~~ because they had nothing else to work 

on. In some cases, it may be difficult to close all these loopholes in for

mal agreement, but if reciprocal unilateral restraint is the order of the day, 

then this tactic would simplify dealing with the probl~m. 

Finally, one should avoid ~king political concessions which might 

undercut an agreer.1ent in order to get support 'for it. ·:ne Joint Chiefs of 

Staff insistence on a progr~~ to maintain technical superiority should not have 

been acquiesced just to get their concurrence ':dth the A2H Treaty. Very often 

such so-called "safeguards" can completely negate the value of the agreement 

since the concession can becohe reore d~aging than the gains from the agreed

upon limitation. .?,eciprocal restraint is a much more satisfactory way of in

suring security in the aftermath of an agreement than unilateral or bilateral 

initiation of new, uncontrolled programs. 

Thus altering the political process aimed at achieving arms limita

tion fro:n one which places pri~ary reliance on negotiation to one involving 

reciprocal unilateral restrai~t backed up by treaty negotiations could overcome 

the major difficulties of the past. Actions could be taken rapidly so that a~s 

control for the first time can outrace technology. Scarce funds no longer need 

be ~~sted on bargaini~~ chips which can never be dispensed with once they have 

been bought. Treaty loopholes tdll no longer become a mechanis!'l for end-running 

limitations which have already been achieved. Since the mutual deterrent balance 

is not delicate but instead very stable, both the u.s. and the 0.S.S.R. can 

afford to adopt tr~s approach without risk to their security. ~he ove~~helmir~ 
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deterrent force ~r~oh both nations have procured in recent years at least has 

the advantage of pe~tting them to safely begin exercising restraint. The 

opport~~ty ~~ould not be lost because ~~less real arms lL~itations are achieved 

in the near ~~ture, the new weapons progr~~s could seriously erode the current 

stable posture. 


